Henry Stewart Talks

Description:
HS talks provide video lectures & case studies in the discipline of the business & management collection. It contains more than 900 animated, audio-visual lectures/case studies with additional material releases each month. The contents comprising the collection are streamed. Hand-outs of slides may be downloaded. Access links may be embedded in course packs, reading lists, virtual learning systems.

Access: Campus Wide multiuser.

Coverage: 900 A/V lectures & Case studies

Features:
- All talks are specially commissioned from leading world experts including industry professionals
- Lectures are appropriate for graduate students, undergraduates, and continuing professional development.
- The collection is updated every month with new talks and series.
- Talks are classified within categories, series and case studies
- Ideal for flipped & blended learning
- Case study video interviews including suggested projects

Business & Management Collection:
- Finance
- Accounting and Economics
- Global Business Management
- Management
- Leadership & Organisation
- Marketing & Sales
- Strategy and Technology & Operations